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Although the business models of national operators and local commercial operators providing
connectivity are fairly well understood, less is known about local social-purpose operators and their
role in providing aﬀordable access to communication in places where the commercial operators see
no interest. Among them, a number of community-owned networks have demonstrated their ability to
contribute to closing the rural access gap. This is being increasingly recognised in the outcomes of
many international fora on connectivity gaps, as shown in the The Role of International
Organisations section of the wiki.
There are a variety of barriers that local social-purpose operators face because most regulatory
frameworks have been designed primarily to cater for national operators deploying their own
infrastructure. This wiki presents an analysis of solutions that have been implemented by regulators
worldwide to address the key barriers faced by local operators, grouped in the following categories:
Operator Licensing
Spectrum Licensing and Fees
Backbone and backhaul Infrastructure
Financial support
Access to network information
Regulatory interventions identiﬁed in these ﬁve areas are making it more possible for local operators
to provide coverage in places where there was none, as well as considerably more aﬀordable
telecommunication services in areas where users do not have the disposable income to aﬀord the
data packages available from national operators.
Based on this evidence, this paper concludes with a set of recommendations for regulators wishing to
create a more enabling environment for local operators by replicating and localizing the best
practices included in this document.

Operator Licensing
A more inclusive telecommunications ecosystem can be achieved through the creation of a tiered
licensing framework that caters for the needs of operators of all sizes. Such a framework would
include categories for local commercial operators and SMEs, which would be associated with a more
modest fee structure and lower administrative burden. Additional exemptions may be extended to
local social-purpose operators and those wishing to provide aﬀordable access in localized
geographical areas and communities and on a not-for-proﬁt basis.
Below there is a summary of the major challenges identiﬁed, the proposed solutions, and the
countries where they have been implemented.
Challenge

Solution

Licenses of National/Regional Scope

More granular approach to
licensing

High initial and annual fees and
onerous compliance requirements

License Exemptions for private
networks and non-proﬁts
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Challenge
No speciﬁc licence for community
networks
High administrative burden on
regulator

Solution
Example
Create speciﬁc licenses for
Community Networks or ﬁtted in
Argentina, Uganda
existing exemptions.
Simple authorization or notiﬁcation Canada, New Zealand,
system
U.S.A, European Union

Spectrum Licensing and Fees
Provision of aﬀordable connectivity to the half of the world that still lacks access to the internet will
mostly take place via wireless networks. As a result, the regulation of access to spectrum is a critical
issue. Although there are innovations in spectrum management taking place around the world1),
adoption of these innovations has not kept pace with the growing need for aﬀordable access solutions
to create a more inclusive internet.
In terms of ensuring that all citizens are within reach of a wireless signal, regulatory challenges
regarding spectrum are related to the development of innovative mechanisms to allow access to
spectrum in fair terms for those operators willing to attend uncovered areas. Countries have
developed diﬀerent approaches summarized in the following table.
Challenge
Performance of license
exempt spectrum
(2.4GHz and 5.8GHz) is
degrading as the
frequencies become
more crowded
Assigned IMT (mobile)
spectrum remains
underutilised in rural
areas.

Solution

Make more license exempt
spectrum available

Example
United States: The FCC recently designated
1200MHz of spectrum in 6GHz for license
exempt use2)

Mexico: Set aside 10MHz in the 850MHz
band to allow the indigenous operators to
connect communities below 3000
inhabitants
UK: Small and rural operators can apply for
Establish use-it-or-share-it
a license in secondary use in areas of no
mechanisms for IMT licenses
interest for big operators3)
Set aside IMT spectrum for
rural connectivity

U.S, U.K., Colombia2), South Africa3),
Mozambique have implemented TVWS
Implement dynamic
regulations with Nigeria4), Kenya5), and
spectrum sharing regulation Uganda6) soon to follow. The U.S. is
Rural wireless backhaul
implementing dynamic spectrum regulation
requires cost eﬀective
in 3.5GHz7)
solutions
US8) and New Zealand9) have implemented
Implement light-licensing
simple authorization mechanisms for the
regulation for microwave
issuing of licenses for Point to Point use in
11GHz
High recurring fees for Consider fee exemptions for Mexico establishes spectrum fee
spectrum
social-purpose licensees
exemptions for indigenous operators10)
Due to the potential for interference when two operators use the same frequency, the use of most
radio spectrum requires a license. However, the rapid spread of license-exempt spectrum use in the
form of WiFi, the technology of choice for many local operators, is an important lesson about the
power of frictionless innovation and about the pent-up demand for aﬀordable internet access. It
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makes sense for regulators to leverage this success by expanding access to license-exempt spectrum
and further reducing costs and bureaucracy associated with its use. In addition to the traditional WiFi
bands in 2.4 and 5 GHz, some countries are incorporating new license-exempt bands in their Radio
Frequency Plans, such as 6, 24 and 60 GHz. The Federal Communications Commission in the U.S.A. is
leading the way in substantially expanding frequencies license-exempt use11).
While demand for spectrum for International Mobile Telephony (IMT) often exceeds the pace at which
regulators are able to make it available in urban areas, large amounts of licensed spectrum lie unused
in sparsely-populated, economically poor regions. For example, the purple circles in the ﬁgure below
shows the regions in Nigeria where LTE mobile network operators are providing coverage12). The map
also displays population distribution data based on the High Resolution Settlement Layer (HRSL) data
research by the Earth Institute13). As can be seen, the total coverage of the land area and populations
within the LTE signal footprint is still relatively small. For illustration, the blue circle with the pop-up
dialogue within the image, which has a radius of 10 km, contains nearly 50,000 people living where
none of the LTE operators in the country are using their spectrum.

There is an opportunity for innovative approaches to reuse this spectrum to provide aﬀordable access
for all. As indicated in the section above, a variety of low-cost IMT base station manufacturers have
emerged in recent years that oﬀer the potential to dramatically change the cost model for sustainable
rural mobile network deployment. Incumbent operators may not see suﬃcient return on investment
to justify the roll-out of these new technologies. Yet, because regulation focuses on national
operators, local operators, who do have that potential, are currently excluded from access to the
radio spectrum required to deploy networks that could directly reach handsets already available in
these areas. To address the under-use of assigned spectrum in rural areas, a strategy is needed to
enable sharing of unused IMT spectrum that has already been assigned to a primary licensee. In
addition to this, in many countries, there are still many blocks of IMT spectrum that remain
unassigned. Evidence has shown that when IMT spectrum set-asides for social use of this bands are
created, such as the case of Mexico, local social-purpose operators provide aﬀordable mobile services
in places of little economic interest to national operators. Regulators aiming to address digital
exclusion may want to consider setting aside small spectrum blocks of IMT spectrum for local
operators wishing to provide aﬀordable connectivity in underserviced areas. Similarly, they may
consider use-it-or-share-it provisions when preparing new IMT spectrum bands for allocation and
assignment. Alternatively, an eﬀective strategy may be to allocate this new spectrum to smaller
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regions than nationally, or to allocate IMT spectrum dynamically on a secondary-use shared basis to
prevent it lying unused where the need for aﬀordable access solutions is greatest. Countries such as
the United Kingdom have already pioneered these approaches.
The reduced interference from antennas designed for Point to Point (PtP) links that can focus wireless
communication along very narrow beams/paths has also led some regulators to extend the use of
bands traditionally assigned for satellite services, for PtP backhaul links. Additionally, powerful, lowcost microwave technology pioneered by WiFi manufacturers can be used in almost any frequency
band. Some countries are beneﬁting from the market availability of low-cost microwave solutions in
11GHz and other frequencies, and have adapted the regulations to encourage their uptake. This has
taken the form of a light-licensing scenario such as is operated in the United States and in New
Zealand for the cooperative assignment of geo-located frequency assignments.
The high cost of exclusive-use spectrum licenses, particularly through spectrum auctions, stands in
stark contrast to license-exempt spectrum that is available at no cost. Dynamic spectrum
management, which assigns spectrum on an on-demand basis, oﬀers the opportunity to establish a
middle ground between both approaches. While TV White Space (TVWS) regulation has been
implemented in the United States, the United Kingdom, and Singapore, its real potential may yet to
be realised as an aﬀordable access technology in developing countries where spectrum in the UHF
band is largely unoccupied, especially in rural areas. In the Global South, Colombia, Mozambique, and
South Africa are pioneers in this regard, having recently introduced TVWS regulatory frameworks
aimed at exploiting the technology for addressing digital exclusion.
Spectrum usage fee calculations vary from country to country. In most cases it is determined by a
formula that considers a combination of parameters, including size of the spectrum block being
assigned, the centre frequency (value of that particular spectrum band), and the type of application
(point to point - backhaul - vs access). Some countries have come up with more innovative formulas
that make more ﬁne-grained calculations, with parameters such as the size of the area being covered,
and whether the area is urban or rural or whether the spectrum is shared. This allows the same
formula to generate modest fees for a small, rural, local network, while, while exclusive, national use
of spectrum would entail sums of the order of magnitude that national governments would like to see
collected from the telecommunications industry.
Another issue for consideration is whether local social-purpose operators such as Community
Networks should be exempted from spectrum fees. In 2019, the Mexican social-purpose operator, TIC
AC, challenged attempts by the national regulator to levy spectrum fees on spectrum that has been
assigned to them for social-purpose use. TIC AC were successful in their challenge with the result that
spectrum fees do not apply to indigenous operators using social-purpose spectrum. These provisions
will further ease the provision of access in unserved areas.

Backbone and backhaul Infrastructure
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Solution

Example
Public Wholesale Network:
Stokab, Sweden4); NTB,
Uganda; GUILAB, Guinea

Deploying wholesale open-access network

Financial infeasibility
of backhaul for local
operators, due to
lack of coverage or
unaﬀordable capacity
pricing

Barriers to
deployment from
private land and
building owners

Private Wholesale Network:
CSquared, Uganda, Ghana
and Liberia5)
Impose non-discrimination and access
obligations on network elements and
associated facilities for interconnection, and
fair and cost-based pricing, including pricing
transparency (published prices), and
distance-independent pricing
Make low-cost satellite capacity available to
local operators
Allow national research and education
networks to provide backhaul services to
local social-purpose operators
Rights of way for the common good in
national law and municipal ordinances to
regulate deployments, including price caps
on rental fees

Benin, Côte d’Ivoire, Niger

Mexico
Argentina, Kenya, South
Africa
European rights of way
regulations, South Africa

Infrastructure sharing and dig-once policies

EU cost reduction directive,
mandatory dig-once rules in
many European countries

Policy for sharing by default, oriented to
reduce cost and prevent duplication;
mandate to incorporate ducts for telecom
operators

Cost-sharing directive across
EU Several municipal and
regional regulations in Spain

Interconnection regulations ensure local
Lack of access to
operators can have access to numbering
numbering and voice
resources at cost and to asymmetric voice
interconnection
termination rates in their favour

Asymmetric interconnection
tariﬀs are well known as a
means to help ensure the
viability of small rural
operators. In South Africa for
operators with less than 20%
market share this applies for
the ﬁrst four years.

Financial support
Challenge
Public Financing

Solution
Non-recoverable subsidies, nonrepayable contributions by public
administrations

Example
Universal service funds, least cost
subsidy auction

Public incentives to
promote private
investment

Tax deductions for economic
donations to public interest
infrastructure

Infrastructure (CAPEX) donation to the
guiﬁ.net Foundation results in 35-75%
tax deduction from the Spanish
government (tax oﬃce)14)

Financial risks in
infrastructure
deployment

Public administrations ﬁnancing
initial deployments

Xafogar ﬁbre deployment in Spain
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Solution

Investment from public Global, regional, national wholebanks
sale and public banks

Example
National development banks, World
Bank and IFC, combined with retail
banks such as ethical banking, private
lenders, interested in impact investment

Access to network information
Challenge

Solution
Example
Standardise good practice of making
Local operators and digital advocacy
all IMT spectrum assignments and
organisations are unable to discover the
details of licence fees and obligations Nigeria15), UK16)
extent to which IMT frequencies have
publicly available on regulator
been assigned.
websites.
Coverage maps from mobile operators
Standardise the good practice of
Canada,
are not subject to any independent
making data on all tower and radio
veriﬁcation. Coverage gaps and
Netherlands17)
operation publicly available.
opportunities may be understated.
Absence of public data on all national
Obligate all ﬁbre operators to publish France, Ireland18),
ﬁbre networks hampers strategic
publicly available network maps
Dark Fibre Africa19),
planning by national and local operators. including points of presence.
South Africa

Recognition of local social-purpose operators
One of the main barriers to the adoption of an enabling regulatory framework for local operators is
that few people know they even exist. This applies not only to the rural communities that are most
likely to beneﬁt, but also to policy makers and regulators, and development organisations. Lack of
awareness is compounded by the view among most policy makers and funders that access markets
can be suﬃciently well-served by a handful of large (multi)national operators competing to provide
services of suﬃcient coverage and quality, and at an aﬀordable price. However, there is an increasing
body of experience that indicates that support expanding the telecommunications operator
ecosystem to include local operators.

National recognition
Maybe a table and to be added to similar to the others
In addition some countries include in their policy documents references to community networks, small
operators and co-operatives as a vehicle for digital inclusion. Among them, Kenya and South Africa.
Kenya highlights the need to provide for enabling policy and regulatory framework for communitybased operators in their National Broadband Strategy. South Africa not only mentions them in their
National Broadband Plan, and includes them as part of the Telecommunications Value Chain in their
SMME Strategy, but the development and promotion of “SMMEs and cooperatives” is part of the
objects of the Electronic Communications Act, the main act of the telecommunications sector in the
country. In the particular case of community networks, speciﬁc support for their development was
articulated in the Budget Speech 2018 from the Department of Telecommunications and Postal
Services. Unsurprisingly, South Africa is the country in Africa with the most local operators in Africa.
Kenya National Broadband Strategy 201820)
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South Africa Connect: Creating Opportunities, Ensuring Inclusion. South Africa's Broadband
Policy 20 Nov 201321)
Draft Information and Communication Technology Small, Medium, and Micro-Enterprise Support
Strategy 31 Mar 201722)
Electronic Communications Act, 2005 (Act No. 36 of 2005)23)
Deputy Minister Stella Ndabeni-Abrahams: Telecommunications and Postal Services Dept
Budget Vote 2018/1924)
In the Americas region, during the last few years, Brazil has implemented a strong policy and
regulatory strategy for facilitating the participation of small operators in serving rural and remote
areas, including a recent note on how to regulate community networks. In Mexico, community and
indigenous operators are speciﬁcally recognized in the Telecommunications Act, and it speciﬁes that
spectrum planning activities should always take into consideration the speciﬁc needs of these
operators. Mexico’s new Social Coverage Program speciﬁcally refers to them as an important allies in
addressing unconnected areas.
Expansion of Brazilian Broadband Network Document presented by the Brazilian Delegation at
25)
the 35th Meeting of the PCC-1 Citel 2019.
Mexico26)
Data Enquiry - Competition Commission South Africa 201927). Many references to community networks
in the entire network, and a particular recommendation in page 32
<callout>“That ICASA consider models and regulatory changes to allow at least non-proﬁt community
networks, and possibly small commercial enterprises to access licensed spectrum not used by mobile
operators in rural areas in a similar manner to television white space.”</callout>
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